Abstract. A method is presented for characterizing Carleson-type measures relative to Bergman spaces. This method applies to the standard weighted and unweighted Bergman spaces on the unit ball in C" to yield simple proofs of the known results. It also extends these results to domains more general than balls
(1) E(z) E D and XeoÍÜ) 's measurable in D X D.
(2) There is a constant C, > 0 such that I U {E(z): E(z) n E(a) ¥> 0)\<Cx\E(a)\ .
(3) There is a constant C2 > 0 such that for all a E D, w(z,) < C2w(z2) when z,, z2 £ E(a). Proof.
fjf(z) ?*< c/J TÊÇ)jfx**,(y, \f(y) r *«<>) (z) ¿&n ( Before applying this lemma I will mention some previous work. Carleson measures for Hp spaces were introduced by Carleson [C] . The unweighted Bergman spaces in the disk and polydisk (Ap(w) with w -1) were studied by Hastings, and ApCarleson measures were characterized in [H] . Stegenga in [S] Cima and Wogen [CW] .
The technique for characterizing Carleson measures on Bergman spaces is the application of Lemma 1 with appropriate choices of £(z) and tv(z). This technique is very similar to one developed by V. L. Oleinik in [O] but it avoids a technical covering lemma that Oleinik employs. My substitute seems to be the application of Fubini's Theorem in Lemma 1. Moreover, no special assumptions need be made about the regularity of £(z) as z varies nor are any boundness assumptions on \/w needed. Moreover, Oleinik limits £(z) to be balls.
Lemma 1 can be used to supply sufficient conditions that n be an /P(>v)-Carleson measure. To show that these conditions are necessary usually involves ad hoc construction of functions in Ap(w).
I illustrate the application of Lemma 1 with two examples. The first is a proof of Cima and Wogen's result on the ball. Let B denote the unit ball in C". For z £ B let <f>, be any one-to-one holomorphic map of B onto B that interchanges 0 and z. See Rudin [R] for the following properties of £(z) and <J> . Let £(0) be a ball about 0 with radius j and let £(z) = <p2(E(0)). E(z) is an ellipsoid which cuts the complex line C • z in a disk with radius proportional to 1 -| z | . It cuts complex Unes through z perpendicular to Cz in disks with radius proportional to \/l -|z |. Thus | E(z) \ is proportional to (1 -| z |)"+1.
For T/ £ oB and t > 0 let 5(r,, t)= {z£B:|1-<z,t,)|<t} where ( •, ■ ) is the complex inner product on C". S(r\, t) has dimensions similar to £(z). That is, in Ctj it is the intersection of the unit disk with a disk centered at tj and radius t, while in perpendicular directions it has dimensions on the order of ft. Given z £ B and r\ = z/\ z \ , choose t > 0 to be the smallest number such that £(z) E 5(tj, /). Then t is proportional to 1 -|z| and |£(z)| is proportional to I 5(t/, t) I . Moreover, if v is the measure (1 -| z \)ß dm(z), ß > -1, then v(E(z)) ṽ (S(-q,t)). (The word "proportional" and the symbol "~ " indicate the two quantities have a ratio that is bounded and bounded away from zero as z varies.) (5) p(S(n,t))<Cv(S(rt,t)), -nEdB.tX).
Remark. Cima and Wogen take (5) as their definition of Carleson measure. Their proof uses certain maximal functions and Marcinkiewicz interpolation and is patterned after the proof in Duren [D] of the Hp result. The present proof seems more suited to the situation of an area integral.
Proof. From the previous discussion, and obvious geometry it is clear that (5) implies there is a C > 0 such that p(E2(z))*zCv(E2(z)), zEB.
[For £2(z) = (j>.( £2(0)) and £2 (0) is a ball about zero of some radius r0, 4 < r0 < 1, so the above discussion applies.] Now and a change of variables in the integral (f = <i>j'(£)) gives
det#(or=|^-77-^ ~\e(z)\.
M-aoi2
Note that J £ £(0) implies the denominator is bounded away from zero. Thus l^z)l"<C7TTTTÍ \f\"dm for some C.
The hypotheses of Lemma 1 are therefore satisfied and one implication of the proposition is proved provided (l)- (3) A close inspection of the above proof shows it is based on the following properties of B: (a) B is homogeneous and (b) the Bergman kernel K(z, f ) satisfies ATf, f) < CK(z, z) when f £ £(z). (This is because and K(z, z) ~ 1/| £(z) | .) Thus a result analogous to the direction proved here of Proposition 1 is valid in domains satisfying (a) and (b) provided S(r\,t) is replaced by E(z). Examples of domains with these properties are symmetric Siegel domains of type two, studied by Coifman and Rochberg in [CR] . In that case E(z) are balls in the Bergman metric of constant radius.
The second application is even simpler. It has the advantage of being completely general in application but the disadvantage of not having a converse. Let D be any domain in C". For 0< t < 1 and z £ D, let BT(z) = {£ £ D: |f-z|< Note. Not all C's have the same value and the fact w(f ) < C^w(z) for f £ BT(z) has been used several times. Q.E.D.
An alternate proof, not appealing to any covering, can be obtained by repeating the argument of Lemma 1 with g in place of \ff until x*Miy) -dp(z) Jd I BT( v(*)\ must be estimated (after the second <). Then use xB,tz)(y) < >BtzxifxB,(y)(Ç)xBM)(::)dm(Ç)- we get /g dp < C/gw i/w as required.
